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About This Game

The ultimate farmers' showdown returns with monstrous new machines, brand new events and an expansive new terrain!

Are you the fastest, most accurate and craziest farmer in the competition?

Climb aboard Farm Machines Championship 2014 and sit behind the wheel of tenacious tractors and humongous harvesters to
compete in 40 various events. Test your skills in new events, such as racing with forage wagons or transporting grain. Tune up
your machines by changing the gearbox, engine or brakes. And change your tractor's look by adding additional elements to its

chassis to distinguish you from the rest of contenders including fresh paint, decals, pipes and more.

Jump behind the wheel and discover:

 11 dynamic event types

 12 brand new farming machines

 dynamic and challenging gameplay

 huge new map with various landscape, architecture and plants.
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Title: Farm Machines Championships 2014
Genre: Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Silden
Publisher:
Silden
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP SP3

Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.0GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB GeForce 9800GT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1700 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English,German,Polish
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sry that my fault beucause i bought this game. Gameplay is slow, controls are clunky, progression is hamfisted, and the
presentation is barebones. Certainly not worth $10, maybe worth $1 just for the tractor sized cowboy hat.

Want to watch some gameplay? Check out my Bundle Buys video on the title!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=h5aq95ckEsk&index=7&list=PLGZzj3oUhxhuXeQrkh0Mu2imakntfc4x2. 4 FPS on low
quality with a I5 and 670 GTX , is that normal ?. I like to claim to be a fan of more 'casual' racing experiences, such as GRID,
Flatout and maybe Gran Turismo, so I decided to pick this game up in a bundle for 79p, thinking that it can't be TOO bad.
Oh boy, how wrong was I?
First of all, when plugging my USB Gamepad in and launching with it enabled, my cursor kept going to the right in-game, which
is where I found out that the mouse can be controlled with the analog stick, and for whatever reason it seemed very buggy.
There were also numerious spelling errors, which I can forgive since it is not an English developer.
Despite all that, I started a career and entered my first race, and, simply put, I was not expecting the level of sheer incompetence
in the driving. On my game controller, the left analog stick controlled throttle, brake AND steering, which was odd, so I chose
to use a keyboard.
My rig can run GTAV at 1080p 60fps, and it was struggling with this game, which was alarming as it looked like a game from
2006. The game controlled HORRIBLY, and the AI seems to be arguably braindead. There was a point where a rival mounted
my trailer somehow, with the lackluster physics engine enabling it to.
There are no engine noises, instead the pure lack of anything is filled with a really bad 'country' soundtrack, which I had
definitely heard somewhere before.
A game shouldn't be tedious to play, but halfway through the first race I just wanted it to stop, and that's not what you want
from a game in the slightest. The most entertainment this game provided me was uninstalling it.
1\/10 - Don't buy it.. Way to laggy, I got a refund for it :)
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This is by far the most depressing game I have ever played.. What a piece of Mother F****** S*** Lag city even on low setting
not worth it even if it was free on at intel i7 12 core cpu with 12 gb ram and nvidia gtx 850 gfx no excuse. This game is a scam,
IMHO.

Edit 2015\/11\/20 : well moreso a scam when it would barely run on my old computer (Radeon HD 7970 -- still a very very
powerful card) but on my entirely new computer, a year later, the game runs better. Still not much more than 30 fps, and on a
Radeon R9 290 it can run Witcher 3 at a higher framerate. Either way, original review below:

I saw the screenshots, figured it looked amusing, so I figured I might as well try it out. I saw salinger06 had left a positive
review, seemed like a relatively safe guess that it would be a good game. Before even playing the game, I noticed that salinger06
had no other games on their account, so it was likely that the developers had set up a fake account to leave a review. Who signs
up to steam to buy just THIS game? I noticed that user only has 1 friend, Avreus Culter. I look at his account, and it's full of
these "simulator" games from PlayWay, I find that suspicious since they have generally recieved horrible reviews. Now today,
Avreus has left a positive review on this game as well! Hmm! I click on his review, and there is one comment from seph.au
stating "Yet another dev or family of dev self review. " Furthering my suspicion.

Now, that aside, maybe the game is indeed fun, so just now I go and try it out. My system specs: AMD Phenom II quad core
processor, Radeon 7970, 8GB DDR3. I can play any game on the highest options, I usually hold back on antialiasing (I don't go
above 4x on the latest games) but generally any game I can max it out and play it smooth as silk. I boot up the game, max
settings. It loads and is extremely slow, like 5 frames per second. I remember seeing people complain about "Mining Simulator"
being rediculously poorly written and causing people to run it on lowest settings, so that's what I did, get out of the game and try
everything on medium. Same exact performance. Hmm. Okay, just for fun, I tried every option on the LOWEST settings... It
was marginally better, maybe 10 FPS, still completely unplayable. But just to see what the game was like, I tried to struggle
through a race. The game engine is really bad. There was little to no effort put into this game. How a person could log more than
an hour into it boggles my mind.

I wouldn't wish this game upon my worst enemies and I think the entire PlayWay catalog should be removed from Steam and
those customers refunded if they wish. This is a scam.

Edit: Apparently someone has said that this game will run on nVidia GeForce graphics cards. So if you have a Radeon, don't
even consider it, if that's the case. I literally can't play the game to log more time to give it an honest chance.. I started it and it
stopped working
11\/10
best game i ever purchased
. Likes child's game..... Farm machines are so fast that you need jedi reflexes to control those.
Be prepared for thrilling speeds through the fields.
I really recommend good racing wheel for this game. like Logitech G27.. I rocked out to the cheesy music for 3 minutes, got
bored of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 races.
R.I.P.. A bad version of Farming Simulator with 100% more lag! Do not buy..... Is this game good? No. It is an unpolished,
horriffic looking, physics? wtf is that?, peice of Jim Sterling bait.

Did I have enough fun\/laughs out of the measly price (74p on date of purchase)? Yes absolutely.

Look, if you enjoy playing poorly made games for a few hours to give yourself\/stream\/YouTube\/friends a laugh you should
pick it up.

If, however, you are looking for a game using a simulator engine (I use the term loosely) that turns things on its head, mixes up
your preconceptions and knocks it out fo the park, look somewhere else.

Oh also there are Shark Tractors... Shark... Tractors... TRACTORS THAT LOOK LIKE SHARKS.
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